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Performance Report

From A(cademia)
to B(usiness):  
Full steam ahead
We look back on an activity-rich year and with this perfor-

mance report, we are happy to share with you an impression 

of the dynamics that helped to develop the Austrian incuba-

tor network AplusB.

There is a wide range available under the family brand 

AplusB. Eight AplusB incubators work towards the same 

goal in different Austrian regions. Boosting and supporting 

entrepreneurial spirit and supporting the professional 

graduates in a stable company during the initial period. The 

AplusB community of the established companies continues 

to grow further every year and has since grown to 552. In 

addition to the wide range of Start-Ups in this performance 

report, an impressive overview of all the AplusB companies, 

clearly selectable, based on sector and federal states, is also 

available on the club homepage www.aplusb.biz. 

The subject, early-stage funding, is and shall remain a 

challenge. The club thus organised the Business Angel Day 

yet again in November 2013 in cooperation with the aws. 

The programme was drafted to include a Pitching-Event 

for founders, such that the Business Angel Day acts as a 
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Mag. Michael Moll und 
Mag.a Karin Ibovik
Spokespersons representative 

and spokesperson of the Austri-

an incubator network AplusB

platform for exchange and networking of Business Angels 

with AplusB founders and AplusB centres and a source of 

attractive projects for great benefits.  

What does one mean by offering optimal support for high 

quality in the academic field from the pre-launch phase to 

the launch phase? AplusB launch advisers must possess the 

capability to give variety of specific knowledge in addition 

to a dual economic and scientific skill. The modular AplusB 

further development programme conceptualised by the Ap-

lusB club, which is particularly adapted based on the needs 

and requirements of the launch advisers, was introduced in 

June 2013 as a two module-programme, each as a three-day 

module. There has been a very high demand and the pro-

gramme is now updated with two additional modules from 

this year onwards.

This is just a small part of the actual and planned activities. 

We thank all our friends, all the encouraging and supporting 

people and institutions, for their excellent and fruitful co-

operation, and we would be pleased to continue this in the 

coming year with the same enthusiasm.

16 AplusB Start-ups are introduced in this AplusB Perfor-

mance report 2013. This is just one small slice of over 550 

businesses that were started since 2002 with the help of 

the launch advisers in the AplusB centres.

Start-up companies in high-Tech/high-Serve areas are the 

“salt” of an innovative national economy. Unfortunately, 

just like before, Austria – just like many other international 

benchmarks which are in front of our eyes – offers very 

little support to start-up companies. That is precisely why 

the AplusB centres, with their professional launch advisers 

and their active offer of coaching and provision of all kinds 

of support, have become an indispensable component of 

the Austrian foundation scenario.  And the success can not 

only be seen but can even be measured: there are now more 

than 550 newly founded high-Tech companies and more 

than 2000 new jobs in high-potential areas, right from IKT, 

clean tech and life Sciences up to Environment & Energy. 

For those who wish to know more, refer to the available list 

of the start-up companies with the respective links of the 

Business develops
from ideas

Ministerialrat Mag. 
Ingolf Schädler
head of Division
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Austrian companies have established themselves in the 

global competition only due to their innovations. Thus, 

the Austrian research Promotion Agency FFG focuses on 

promoting entrepreneurial spirit, boosting research and in-

novation and developing a stronger network in the domestic 

research community at an international level. For almost 

the last ten years,

FFG has been the only funding agency in Austria, which 

covers the entire innovation chain. Business area support 

is provided right from scientific research up to entry into 

the market. Thus, the FFG logically tailors its support based 

on the structures and needs of the national industry and 

economy as well as on the non-technological innovations. 

The company's founders are thus an important group here. 

In the year 2013, FFG granted about 47 million Euros solely 

for supporting the Start-UP. here, the AplusB centres proved 

to be an important interface between industry and economy 

for the Start-Up, because they supported new businesses 

during their critical transition of research findings in the 

market in a very efficient manner.

 

Focus on research
Research works wonders

AplusB centres that were funded by the FFG acted as cen-

tral contact points for Start-Up in the region. We are proud 

of this accomplishment and we even wish all the involved 

parties a lot of success ahead. 

individual company websites available since 2013 on the 

club website of the AplusB centres which offers a welcome 

information source.

I hope that we successfully establish many more compa-

nies. I shall also take this opportunity to thank the highly 

committed employees of the AplusB centres and of the FFG 

for your dedication to your work.

Henrietta Egerth und Klaus Pseiner
Managing Directors of the Austrian  

research Promotion Agency FFG
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93 %

Eight centres, a whole range of services and a common 

goal, namely to significantly improve the chances of suc-

cess of academic company start-ups. The Austrian incuba-

tor network AplusB creates individual bridges to success 

between research (academia) and business.

The academic environment is an excellent breeding 

ground for business ideas: it represents an amalgam of 

knowledge-driven and innovative individuals, new fin-

dings and visions. however, a competent partner is fre-

quently required en route from the idea to the successful 

enterprise, from research to business. The eight centres 

within the AplusB incubator network support, accompany 

and accelerate the development of promising academic 

start-up projects. 

Bespoke range of services

The support offered to the start-up projects is as individu-

al as the projects themselves. Services range from advice 

and coaching, through the provision of infrastructure, 

right up to successful financing. The AplusB incubators 

also represent the special interests of the academic 

founders, and create positive start-up awareness within 

the pivotal environment. With this in mind, the specific 

tasks and objectives of the AplusB in-cubators therefore 

include:

• creating a positive environment for start-ups and  

 encouraging start-up projects;

• conveying specific start-up know-how, and advising  

 and supporting start-ups during the initial phases of  

 their corporate life; 

• providing material infrastructure and integrating  

 start-ups into relevant networks;

• co-funding start-ups right up to the early stages of  

 their corporate life and negotiating follow-up funding;

• in some cases, offering comprehensive patent 

 advisory services.

A + B =
academic

corporate success

AplusB sponsors the start-ups itself and also supports public and private follow-up funding sources.

FUND  FUNDiNgamoUNt 2002–2013  perceNtage

AplusB sponsorship     28,0 Mio. Euro   8 %

Public sponsorship     135,1 Mio. Euro   40 %

Private funding   176,2 Mio. Euro   52 %

total volume of funding  339,3 mio. euro   100 %

• AplusB sponsorship

• Public sponsorship

• Private funding
8 %

52 % 40 %

Facts & figures, successful ventures

93 % of all the companies founded with the 

support of AplusB are still active; only 7% 

have closed their operation.

FActs

Name: AplusB – Academia plus Business

initiative: bmvit – Federal Ministry for

Transport, Innovation and Technology

Programme management:

 Austrian research Promotion Agency FFG

Duration: 07/2002 to 12/2013

Number of centres/employees:  

8 centres/62 employees

aplusB start-up projects:  

552 (2002 to 2013)

AplusB. the expert network for academic start-ups

The Austrian incubator network AplusB represents the 

eight regional AplusB start-up centres at national and 

international level, and is sponsored under the AplusB 

programme of the BMVIT (Austrian Federal Ministry for 

Transport, Innovation and Technology). The shareholders 

and partners of the individual centres include virtually all 

the Austrian traditional universities and universities of 

applied sciences, research establishments and sponso-

ring agencies, so that over 150 experts from the world of 

innovation in Austria are involved. The incubator network 

represents the interests of the AplusB start-ups and 

provides them with systematic sup-port in relation to 

growth, finance and internationalisation. 

81 % 
Since AplusB came into existence, 552 foun-

dation enterprises were registered, suppor-

ted and approved in the program. By the end 

of 2013, 449 of these enterprises were run 

as successful companies.

FundIng 
of APlusB stARt-uPs

Facts & figures, successful ventures / 2013
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•  Jobs created by AplusB   

•  companies sponsored by AplusB

Work PlAce develoPment For APlusB
-Assisted comPAny foundAtions

The objectives of the AplusB programme also include the creation of seminal work places for new, continuously growing companies. 449 AplusB-

supported foundation enterprises had a range of over 2,000 qualified employees by the end of 2013; this also includes the founders. Approximately, 

three-quarters of them are graduates.

•  companies that use no patents

• companies that use patents

InnovAtIve cAPAcIty oF the AplusB-
Assisted comPAnies
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38% of all AplusB companies use patents. one third of them use the patents of 

universities, technical colleges or public research institutions.

71 % 
of all the employees of the companies foun-

ded by 2013 have an academic degree.

sector dIstrIButIon 
of the APlusB stARt-uP PRojects

48 % Electronics, IT, software, telecommunications 

16 % life sciences  

15 % The environment, energy, transport technology 

9 %  Materials, industrial processes

10 %  other 

life Science

Materials, industrial processes

The environment, energy, transport technology

Electronics, IT, software, telecommunications

other

/ 2013

48 %

16 %

15 %

9 %

10 %

Source: FFG monitoring, Dec. 2013; 

survey of incubators, March 2014

Facts & figures, successful ventures

NUMBEr oF STArT-UP 
ProJects suPPorted
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/ 2013 Business Angel days

Austrian
Business

Angel
Days 2013

The main topic of the Austrian Business Angel Days 2013 

was chances, options & obstacles for private investors in the 

German-speaking countries. on November 19 and 20, around 

150 participants got together at one of the most exclusive 

industry events in Albertina in Vienna. The conference of the 

Austrian AplusB centres and the aws was organised. 

highlights of the programme, which was attuned to 

current trends, were the possible areas of tension bet-

ween the institutional and private investors as well as the 

suitability of the social entrepreneurship as a business 

model and the trend towards Impact Investing. The most 

popular Business Angel Award was announced in the 

evening of the first day. The title “Business Angel of the 

Year” was awarded to Norbert Zimmermann, Fa. Berndorf. 

he was selected by a jury committee comprised of private 

investors, investment professionals and political decision-

makers.

The second day of the Austrian Business Angel Days de-

monstrated that the Business Angel not just speaks, but 

“implements”. Stories of Start-up businesses, which were 

selected by a panel of investor experts and those which 

had convincing ideas & business models for (Investment-) 

deeds, were analysed on the Pitching Day. Both the com-

panies as well as the investors gain profit from the high-

level of interested investment partners - a pure win-win 

situation.

review:

Impressions:

01 Keynote from russell E. Perry, Startup-cEo 123people, company co-founder 02 Keynote from Eva Prieschl-Grassauer, co-founder and cSo Marinomed 

03 Presentation of awards "Business Angel of the Year" 04 Discussion rounds "Social Entrepreneurship" 05 Full house at the Business Angel Days 2013  

06 Networking during dinner 07 Pitching Day investor discussions 08 Pitching Day - Profem-Pitch 09  Pitching Day - Symptoma-Pitch

01
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/ 2013equal opportunity

equal opportunities
as factor of success

AplusB + c =

The AplusB centres encourage individual strengths of both 

the genders. The area of innovative business establish-

ments is currently male-dominated. There is a lot of poten-

tial if diversity in gender and diversity as success factors are 

considered for the founding team, and even for the deve-

loped products and services. With 9% of foundation per-

centage towards the AplusB centres, the number – partially 

systemically rooted - has remained unchanged in the last 

few years. A clear signal for all AplusB centres is to be aware 

of gender-responsive basic conditions in the centres.

The “Gender” work-group appointed by the AplusB club set 

up throughout Austria actively works towards this in order 

to integrate gender main-streaming in everyday life of each 

centre. In a first step, the topic on gender indicates a lift in a 

strategic management level, wherein the gender principles 

have been worked out for all the centres. The topic on gen-

der main-streaming is taken from theory to practice during 

training for management of the centres and the employees 

of the public relations. 

researchers and technicians in their roles as entrepreneurs 

are introduced in the AplusB+c brochure and in the blog 

posts of the public forum. This helps to elevate the quanti-

tative dimension of female entrepreneurs.

Moreover, the gender criteria are integrated into the data 

logging of the foundation monitoring and are expected to 

provide useful information for the potential work of the 

work groups and the centres in the future.

The centres, at an individual level, work out special gender-

equitable offers for women such as participation in the 

Töchtertag (daughter day) initiative, strategic workshops 

held for women in cooperation with w-fForTE uvm.

one must not ignore the potential of female establish-

ments in research and innovation. Thus, this time a work 

group was appointed even for the launch advisers for the 

trainings, so as to identify gender aspects in establishments 

and to recognise gender relevance for consultation. Moreo-

ver, diversity in genders and diversity as a success factor 

were identified and worked out for pricing of foundation 

projects, and were directly discussed with potential found-

ers at a fair.

The ratio of women as self-employed workers in Austria 

keeps growing every year and was reported to be 35% in 

2013. AplusB foundation monitoring 2013: 9% female foun-

ders, 91% male founders

The brochure “AplusB+c” is a result of the work done by the 

AplusB network gender work-group working throughout 

Austria in cooperation with wfForTE and the journalist 

Teresa Arietta. With this, AplusB wished to bring people in 

foreground and wanted these people to become role models 

for others, who did not take a chance of fulfilling personal 

dreams and strengths owing to society pressures or pres-

sure of fulfilling roles and expectations. The AplusB centres 

+ We promote and offer support for activating 
individual resources of both the genders.

+ We recognise the chances and potentials in 
the gender diversity and consider diversity as a 
success factor.

+ We create awareness of equal opportunit ies, 
live with them inwards and work outwards.

+ We explicit ly confess to measures for 
women's promotion in order to contribute equal 
opportunit ies in our society.

AplusB
gender principles:

+C

1514

Die Molekularbiologin Mag.a Dr.in Anja Geretschläger sagt die 
Krankheitsanfälligkeit von Tieren voraus, diese sind höchst 
menschlich.

 Anja Geretschläger sagt die 

I c h  i n  a c t i o n !  ; - )

„Ich bin aus allen Wolken gefallen, als ich 

erfuhr, wie sehr Hundekrankheiten jenen 

von Menschen ähneln“, sagt Anja Geret-

schläger und streichelt ihre Labradorhündin. 

Nala döst neben dem Schreibtisch der 

Molekularbiologin und scheint 

kerngesund zu sein. In diesen 

Genesungsprozess fl oss 

jedoch viel Zeit und Geld. Als 

Geretschläger ihr Hundebaby 

vor zwei Jahren kaufte, begann 

die Tortur. „Nala hat kein 

Futter vertragen und blutige 

Ausschläge an den Pfoten 

bekommen.“ Die Konsultation 

einer Tierklinik brachte Ge-

wissheit: Nala ist Allergikerin. 

Der Schock war groß. „Ich hab recherchiert 

und erfahren, dass 60 % aller genetisch 

bedingten Hundekrankheiten mit jenen des 

Menschen ident sind.“ Aufgrund der Inzucht 

sind Rassetiere stärker betro� en. Was 

bisher leidvoll fürs Tier und mühsam für die 

Besitzerin war, wurde nun zur zündenden 

Geschäftsidee. „Ich gründe ein Labor für 

tiergenetische Analysen“, verrät die derzeit 

noch am Salzburger Institut für Pfl anzen-

biologie Angestellte. Tiere, die Zuchtzwe-

cken dienen, werden in Zukunft von der 

hochqualifi zierten Expertin auf Krankheits-

veranlagungen getestet. Nur noch gesunde 

Tiere sollen ihr Erbgut weitergeben. Zum 

KundenInnenkreis zählen Haustierbesitze-

rInnen, ZüchterInnen, LandwirtInnen und 

TierärztInnen. Geretschlägers Analysen er-

möglichen eine schnellere Diagnostik sowie 

vorbeugende therapeutische Maßnahmen. 

Auch relevante Zuchtmerkmale wie die 

Fellfarbe kann sie vorhersagen.

Auch Hunde
haben Diabetes

Mein Motto:
Think big!

Weibliche Flötentöne 
vermeiden

Die Gründung ihres Unternehmens 

Feragen ist arbeitsintensiv. 14-Stunden-

Tage, auch am Wochenende, sind die 

Regel. Doch die Ausnahmeforscherin ist 

von der Vision getrieben, ein europäisches 

Kompetenzzentrum für Tiergenetik zu 

scha� en. „Think big!“ ist ihr Motto. Der-

zeit verhandelt sie mit Vertriebspartnern 

und Firmenleitern, meistens Männer. „Die 

Kunst ist, den anderen für die eigene Idee 

zu begeistern. Deutlich zu machen, 

was man anbietet, aber auch, was man 

erwartet“, sagt Geretschläger. Weibli-

che Flötentöne seien da fehl am Platz. 

Hilfreich war die Förderung durch das 

Salzburger Förderzentrum BCCS (Business 

Creation Center Salzburg), wo sie die 

erste weibliche Gründerin seit acht Jahren 

ist. Schade, dass Frauen sich so selten 

drübertrauen, obwohl sie so kompetent 

sind, fi ndet ihre BCCS-Betreuerin Gabriele 

Steinkogler-Scherzer: „Frauen sind belast-

barer und oft auch einfühlsamer. 

Aber sie müssen ihre Kompetenz 

häufi ger unter Beweis stellen.“ 

Worüber sich Geretschläger in 

dieser anstrengenden Gründungs-

phase besonders gefreut hat, war 

die Verleihung des BCCS Business-

Awards im Jänner 2013. „Ich glaube 

felsenfest an mich. Es ist schön, 

wenn das auch andere tun.“

„Ich glaube 
felsenfest an mich.“

www.feragen.at

Ich bin … keine Schafwol lpul l i t rägerin, obwohl ich Biologin bin!
Meine erste Geschäftsidee war … ein Labor?

Das Start-up-Leben ist schön, weil …  es tägl ich neue 
Herausforderungen mit sich bringt .

http://storify.com/TeresaArrieta/anja-geretschlaeger

+ We include all male and female employees 
as well as all the stakeholders in our gender-
based tasks.

+ We play a pioneering role by providing 
gender-sensit ive support to male and female 
founders while implementing their innovations.

+ We come up with evaluable standards for 
gender-responsive start-up consultation.

new impulse for supporting female
establishments in (high-) tech areas

now want to devote themselves strongly towards this work 

– pointing out opportunities outside the pre-casted role 

models developed over the years. 

the brochure is available here:

http://www.aplusb.biz/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/ 

APlUSB_genderbooklet-2013-web.pdf

self-employed persons in Austria
source: statistik Austria

AplusB start-up projects 
source: ffG Gründungsmonitoring

9 %
91 %

businesswomen

female founders

businessman

male founders

35 %

65 %
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lower Austria

2013 was again a very successful year for the accent and 

its founders. The high quality of projects looked after by 

accent was verified due to the success in a series of natio-

nal and international project competitions.

With participation in Berlin’s “NEXT13”, lineMetrics, with 

its tool for automatic data recording, opted for the Start-up 

Pitch as the only industrial start-up. It kept its nerves even 

at the Puls 4 Show “2Min 2Mio” and Johann hansmann won 

the title of one of the most successful business angels of 

Austria, as a new investor. The next highlight was the exe-

cuting the projects, for “rIZ-Genius Ideenpreis [idea award] 

2013”. “M-Piano” was unbeatable in the category “Tech-

nology”. The jury was convinced with the new keyboard 

instrument, its enhanced sound effect and its distinctive 

accent,
the professional founder

   Die Gründer-Agentur
für Niederösterreich.

shareholders

 / accent 

the aim of the company is to produce biomass fuel of the 

2nd generation by turning sugar cane into ethanol and then 

to perform a Fischer-Topsch synthesis of the production 

gases.

 

The concept is designed keeping in mind a fully integrated 

operation with a sugar/ethanol system made of sugar cane. 

This facilitates a 100% local utilisation of residual matter in 

the production process. Biomass fuel of the 2nd generation 

has the potential of being able to play a critically important 

role in the future energy supply for transport sector. Among 

other things, this can also contribute in a way so that the 

dependency on imported fossil fuels is reduced. Further-

more, it can help in a considerable reduction of greenhouse 

gas emissions and does not stand in competition for ma-

nufacturing foodstuff and / or feed because it is prepared 

from the residual matter left behind when processing the 

renewable resources. Fitroleum Biochemicals have set the 

solution of the associated challenge as a goal for themsel-

ves so as to bring the concept to an industrial / commercial 

standard and thus to lift the complete potential of this 

innovation.

the “MPiano” is a keyboard instrument with many com-

pletely new properties and options, thus introducing a new 

category in this instrument class.

 

Along with the conventional piano, the electronic piano (E-

Piano) and the keyboard, we create the category of mecha-

tronic pianos with “MPiano”. We raise this claim with the 

integration of properties and functions never seen before, 

such as mechanically adjustable key characteristics (key 

resistance can be changed) and touch-sensitive surface for 

every key. 

The sensor and actuator necessary for this are developed in 

a research project together with the TU Vienna, the associ-

ated noble and very light casing was designed by the Por-

sche Design Studios. The keyboard is operated in a wireless 

form via Tablet-Pc. This product is expected to hit the large 

and attractive market of (semi-)professional musicians and 

music enthusiasts at a price starting from EUr 5,500.--. 

www.m-pianos.com

Biodiesel
made of sugar cane

MPiano
“excitingly new!”

Image left:
Sugar cane plantation

Image right:
MPiano

design. The category “Trade/Services” may opt for “croom”, 

the roller shutter with damage-free self-assembly is a world 

market innovation. other success stories were celebrated by 

the end of 2013 during the “i2B” business plan competition. 

This also included the “Frische Fritzen” and “beyondarts”. 

The Frische Fritzen achieved both victory in the category 

“Service, Business, Trade” as well as an overall victory. The 

founder of “beyondarts”, with their App for Art and culture, 

was chosen the winner in the category “Technology”.

Facts

accent Gründerservice Gmbh

Prof. Dr. Stephan Koren-Straße 10

2700 Wiener Neustadt

Tel.: +43 2622 26 3 26-1310

E-Mail: office@accent.at

www.accent.at 

chief Executive officer: 

Mag. Michael Moll

Founded: 10/2005

centre size:

7 employees

Focus/branches:

all branches

Shareholders: 

donau-universität

krems / 30 % 

www.donau-uni.ac.at 

n.vest unternehmens-

finanzierung des landes 

niederösterreich gmbh / 30 % 

www.tecnet.co.at

rIZ niederösterreichs gründer-

agentur ges.m.b.h. / 30 % 

www.riz.co.at

nÖ Forschungs- und 

Bildungsges.m.b.h. (nFB) / 10 %

www.noe-fb.at

Partners  Austrian Angel Investors Associacion (AAIA) . Senat der Wirtschaft . Austrian Bussines Agency (ABA) . Austrian Innovations center (AIcSV) . 

Fh Wiener Neustadt für Wirtschaft und Technik Gmbh . New Design University St. Pölten . Ac²T research Gmbh . Integrated Microsystems Austria Gmbh 

(IMA) .  Austrian Institute of Technology Gmbh/Biomedical Systems . Industriellenvereinigung Niederösterreich . herbst Vavrovsky Kinsky rechtsanwälte 

Gmbh . ecoplus Niederösterreichs Wirtschaftsagentur Gmbh . i2b&Go! Businessplanwettbewerb . Austria Senior Expert Pool (ASEP) . IMc Fachhochschule 

Krems Gmbh . Fachhochschule St. Pölten Gmbh . loibl reichart rPcK rastegar Panchal
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salzburg 

shareholders

 / BccS

With inspiration and
transpiration to success
In most of the cases there is an innovative business idea at 

the beginning of the achievement. The chance of realising 

is mostly indistinguishable. Then what are the subsequent 

steps for practical implementation? Which of the possibili-

ties of recovery of business ideas are realistic?

Just a brilliant idea is not a guarantor for a successful 

implementation. More important is the combination of 

a good use of resource for forming a founder’s team and 

ideal framework conditions. The Managing Director rudolf 

hittmair is happy to announce that “BccS, founded over 

nine years ago, is what it is today, the first ever contact 

point for innovative company foundations from a university 

background”. The BccS incubator acts as a specialist for 

exploiting innovative ideas and is the first contact point for 

innovative heads who wish to grow. The foundation team 

profits from the many years of experience of BccS launch 

advisers and works out different possibilities of further 

development of the business idea. You will get an overview 

of the strengths and weaknesses, as well as the chances 

and risks in the potential foundation projects.

Authentic Vision is a good example of how to come up 

with a technically complete solution for an innovative idea, 

secured with a patent, within a short time, and ways to 

hit the market with the initial pilot applications. The basis 

of success was the correct team formation and enhanced 

competency, accompanied by intensive work assignment 

and great motivation.

Authentic Vision is a spin-off of the technical college of 

Salzburg, which develops and distributes technologies in 

the fields of product and brand protection. This enables the 

customer to first check the genuineness of a product per 

smart phone.

The end customers as well as the companies benefit from 

this innovative approach. one of the brands developed 

from Authentic Vision is procured by the company in its 

product. The customer can view this using a special smart 

phone App. The customer can be assured of the genui-

neness of the product based on a random sample on the 

label. During a period, which experiences frequent forging, 

it becomes important to prove that an acquired product 

actually stands up for its paid-for quality. Forging can even 

have adverse health effects in case of medicines. compa-

nies benefit from the increase in the turnover, brand value 

and customer loyalty as well as innovative option to make 

contact with the customer in real-time. The fact that the 

complete solutions are simpler, safer and economic than 

comparable others, was confirmed with the interest shown 

by a number of international companies from various 

branches.

www.authenticvision.com

the mobile Cardio24 Diagnostic records the heart and brain 

activities and measures the stress- and resting levels! The 

so-called Heart-Brain axis is used to send commands like 

“beat faster, I am stressed” or “beat slower, I wish to sleep”!

Information is sent from the brain to the heart via the 

vegetative nervous system (VNS). The command “beat 

faster” is sent via the VNS performance nerve “sympathe-

tic nerve” in case of physical or mental activity. In contrast 

to this, the “para-sympathic nervous system” being the 

calming branch of the nervous system transmits informa-

tion “beat slower”. The diagnostics of our heart-(brain-) 

activity thus allows for measuring the levels of stress and 

relaxation between the sympathetic and para-sympathic 

nervous system using the vegetative balance. Valuable 

information on everyday load peaks, when and where they 

are experienced and which trails we leave behind in VNS, 

can be achieved with EcG-precise analysis of the heart beat 

variation. The cardio24 Diagnostic helps health-conscious 

individuals to measure and actively influence their stress 

or rest levels. Furthermore, it supports partner companies 

in therapy control, in occupational health promotion, in 

medical wellness arenas, in athletics and the like.

www.cardio24.at

Authentic Vision 
- protection against counterfeit products

Cardio24 Diagnostic
- the live control!

Image left:
Cardio24 in practise

Image right:
The founder DI (FH) DI 
Thomas Weiß and DI (FH) 
Jürgen Mathwich

Partners Paracelsus Medizinische Privatuniversität Salzburg (PMU) . Wirtschaftskammer Salzburg (Gründerservice) . Salzburg research

Forschungsgesellschaft mbh (Sr) . Techno-Z Verbund Gmbh (TZ) . Industriellenvereinigung Salzburg (IV) . Frau & Arbeit gGmbh (F&A) .

ITG-Innovationsservice für Salzburg (IS) . Innovations- und Technologietransfer Salzburg Gmbh (ITG) . Austria Wirtschaftsservice (AWS) .

i2b – ideas to business (i2b) . Bürgschaftsbank Salzburg Gmbh (BBS) . Mittelstandsbeteiligungs Gmbh (MSB Gmbh) .

Salzburg Management Gmbh – University of Salzburg Business School (SMBS)

Facts

Business creation center 

Salzburg Gmbh (BccS)

Jakob-haringer-Str. 5/III

5020 Salzburg

Tel.: +43 662 45 45 55

E-Mail: office@bccs.at

www.bccs.at

chief Executive officer:

DI Dr. rudolf hittmair

Founded: 07/2005

centre size:

4 employees

Focus/branches:

Product development and  

design, life sciences, IT

Shareholders:: 

Paris-lodron-universität 

salzburg / 42 % 

www.uni-salzburg.at

Fachhochschule salzburg / 42 % 

www.fh-salzburg.ac.at

engage – 

key technology ventures Ag 

(engage Ag karlsruhe) / 16 % 

www.engage-ventures.com
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carinthia  / build!  

shareholders

With a strong regional
network for success
The build! The foundation centre has taken up the task of 

forming a permanent mentor- and Business Angel network 

in carinthia in order to facilitate founders with access to 

different know-how and funding options.

According to our experience, there are a lot of questions 

on starting up a company and a series of critical decisions 

have to be taken right at the beginning. The know-how and 

expertise of experienced entrepreneurs and managers prove 

to be highly precious in this phase.

During the build! Mentoring Programmes are made available 

for founders after taking into consideration their need for 

an experienced mentor, who stands up with the company in 

the developmental phase.

The concept of financing, in addition to precise know-how, 

plays an important role in the start-up routine. however, the 

investor network is still in low gear, especially in carinthia, 

which is why build! sets targeted measures for strengthe-

ning the network and for its further development.

The carinthia Investors lounge aims at identifying, under-

standing potential Business Angels in carinthia and building 

a network with the interested start-ups in the region. In this 

way, an exchange of experience is possible between experi-

enced investors and prospective Angels, the gap is bridged 

between innovative start-ups and possible funding sources.
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bitmovin offers performance-efficient products and cloud 

services across the globe for high-efficiency coding and 

streaming of multimedia data over a cost-efficient internet 

infrastructure.

on one hand, bitmovin offers the bitdash Streaming client 

Suite, which can be used to prevent videos from reaching 

deadlock while streaming and can thus assure up to 100% 

of high video streaming efficiency/quality on the internet, 

mainly in mobile environments. This gives the customers a 

clear competitive advantage and is thus an excellent selling 

point. 

Furthermore, bitmovin uses a cloud-based service bitcodin, 

which offers video coding & streaming as-a-service. With 

bitcodin, customers can access their video content faster 

and in high quality. This also helps in reducing infrastructu-

ral, know-how and personnel costs. bitcodin can be integra-

ted completely over an extensive API and can also be used 

over the online portal. 

bitmovin also developed the open source DASh client 

library libdash. This offers complete support of the MPEG-

DASh Standard and is the official ISo/IEc MPEG reference 

implementation of the MPEG-DASh standard. 

www.bitmovin.net

Products for high-quality
streaming on the internet

messfeld offers innovative solutions within the scope of 

industrial measuring technique, especially maintenance. 

From vibration to infra-red measuring techniques, Messfeld 

tries hard towards working out an inexpensive, innovative 

solution. We work to solve your problem. 

We are pioneers especially in condition Monitoring, when it 

comes down to finding a user-friendly and individual soluti-

on. our services range from consultation when introducing 

condition Monitoring, integration in maintenance, on up to 

executing it in an ongoing process. A number of partners in 

and outside the country guarantee an optimised solution 

for the respective conceptual formulation.

Energy efficiency is an important topic. one must have 

enough knowledge on correct energy consumption in order 

to be able to save energy. The Energy Monitoring system 

allows the consumers to monitor as energy consumptions 

are recorded and assessed. Targeted measures can be 

defined for reducing the consumption. 

The utmost concern as regards Messfeld is the training 

area. As per the European standards, combination of the 

most varied know-how in a training programme leads to a 

new type of offer in the training market.

www.messfeld.com

Competence in Condition
and Energy Monitoring

Image left:
DI Jutta Isopp in use

Image right:
The bitmovin founder team 

Facts

build! Gründerzentrum 

Kärnten Gmbh

lakeside B01

9020 Klagenfurt

Tel.: +43 463 2700-8740

E-Mail: office@build.or.at

www.build.or.at

chief Executive officer:

Mag.a Karin Ibovnik

Founded: 07/2002

centre size:

6 employees

Focus/branches:

all branches

Shareholders: 

BABeg – kärntner Betriebsan-

siedlungs- und Beteiligungsge-

sellschaft m.b.h. / 45 % 

www.babeg.at

Alpen-Adria-universität 

klagenfurt / 30 % 

www.aau.at

Fachhochschule kärnten / 15 % 

www.fh-kaernten.at

stadt villach / 5 % 

www.villach.at

landeshauptstadt klagenfurt 

am Wörthersee / 5 % 

www.klagenfurt.at

Partners  KWF – Kärntner Wirtschaftsförderungsfonds . FFG – Österreichische Forschungsförderungsgesellschaft . Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt, 

Abteilung für Innovationsmanagement und Unternehmensgründung . Fachhochschule Kärnten . Wirtschaftsprüfer und Steuerberater Mag. Walter Zenkl . 

Wirtschaftskammer Kärnten . Austria Wirtschaftsservice Gmbh . referat für Frauen und Gleichbehandlung/Amt der Kärntner landesregierung .

bfc Business Frauen center 
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tyrol  / cAST  

shareholders
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the method by INTALES GmbH Engineering Solutions, 

sponsored by CAST in 2004, develops strategies and soft-

ware designed for calculating complex light weight structu-

res for aeronautics, astronautics and in civil engineering.

“We found our workspace in the contemplative atmos-

phere of the holiday village Natters in Tirol, in an attic of a 

farmhouse directly next to the church and of the village inn 

in autumn 2009”, stated DI hermann-Josef Starmans of 

INTAlES Gmbh Engineering Solutions. however, everything 

started in 2004 at the University of Innsbruck. A close col-

laboration developed rapidly with several institutes of the 

University of Innsbruck. The first joint project IcoNA started 

in 2006, supported by Transidee and ASTrIUM France. 

There were more collaborations and projects in the national 

and international F&E programmes. Eighteen theses and 

one dissertation have been submitted to date during this 

project; one dissertation and three master's theses are un-

der way. INTAlES successfully implemented the knowledge 

acquired in methods, strategies and software designed for 

calculating complex light weight structures. This was used 

in the developmental projects for the aerospace industry, for 

example in the main stage engine of Ariane 5 launch vehicle 

and the winglet of Airbus A350.

www.intales.com

due to the increasing significance of social media in 

purchase decision processes, individual customer experience 

is now playing a crucial competitive advantage role. My-

ServiceFellow is an App that the customers initially use to 

record, evaluate and document their “Customer Journey”. 

classic methods for recording feedbacks are conditionally 

suitable for understanding customer experiences from their 

perspective. The customer Journey visualises customer 

experiences as a consequence of contact points between 

customers and products, services or brands. comparable 

to a movie, which narrates a story through succession of 

scenes, the customer experience can be understood as a 

consequence of contact points from a customer Journey. 

The App myServiceFellow helps the customers record their 

customer Journey. here, the participating companies can in-

vite their customers and record their experience in a simple 

diary. Every contact point can thus be termed and assessed 

at an individual level, and can also be recorded in detail with 

the help of text, photo, video and audio. Furthermore, each 

contact point can be recorded and geo-localised in a tem-

poral manner. results can then be graphically represented 

and analysed by the companies using appropriate software. 

Thus, the companies can for the first time stand in the 

customer’s shoes and can understand their offer from the 

customer’s perspective. 

www.myservicefellow.com

By order
of aerospace

The Customer
Journey

Image left:
The founder team of mySer-
viceFellow

Image right:
Direction of fibres in a com-
posite component

 

Idea seeks money.
Money seeks idea. A balance.
innet. investor network tirol was first introduced to the 

market in May 2012. Founded by cAST and funded by Tirol, 

since then the initiative successfully put money and ideas 

together or rather investors and start-ups.

The innet pursued the goal of bringing together Tirol’s 

companies with creative, growth and innovation potential 

on one side and investors with capital and corporate experi-

ence on the other side in a discrete and skilled manner. The 

task of the network was not just to “match” the partner, 

but also to prepare and train the start-ups. The necessary 

funding and capital resourcing is easy for young, innovative 

companies in Tirol and offers investors the opportunity to 

invest in profitable and future-oriented companies in Tirol. 

innet could present its first record of success in November 

2013. Five deals with an overall investment sum of three 

million Euros were already closed by the service providers 

of the investor networks since its origin. For example, 

cAST-sponsored start-up organoid Technologies could win 

the Viennese Venture capital Funds FSP Ventures as an 

investor; AFreeze, trigger research, M-Pulso and Vero Pay 

are also considered as companies successfully catered by 

innet. A balance sheet which compares us with other similar 

initiatives, makes us absolutely proud and makes us appear 

the best. 

www.innet-tirol.com

Partners  Standortagentur Tirol . aws – Austria Wirtschaftsservice Gmbh . FFG – Österreichische Forschungsförderungsgesellschaft mbh . Wirtschaftskammer 

Tirol . land Tirol . UMIT – Private Universität für Gesundheitswissenschaften, Medizinische Informatik und Technik Gmbh . transidee transferzentrum der uni-

versität innsbruck gmbh . Fachhochschule Kufstein Tirol Bildungs Gmbh . Institut für Quantenoptik und Quanteninformation (IQoQI) der ÖAW . TKFI – Tiroler 

Krebsforschungsinstitut . Gründerservice der Wirtschaftskammer Tirol . life Sciences Austria

Facts

cAST Gründungszentrum Gmbh

center for Academic Spin-offs 

Tyrol

Wilhelm-Greil-Straße 15

6020 Innsbruck

Tel.: +43 512 282 283-0

E-Mail: office@cast-tyrol.com

www.cast-tyrol.com

chief Executive officer:

Dr. Florian Becke

Founded: 07/2002

centre size: 

11 employees

Focus/branches:

All technology-based branches, in 

particular life sciences and IT

Shareholders: 

universität Innsbruck / 30 %  

www.uibk.ac.at

standortagentur tirol / 30 % 

www.standort-tirol.at

medizinische universität 

Innsbruck / 25,1 % 

www.i-med.ac.at

mcI – management center 

Innsbruck / 14,9 % 

www.mci.edu
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Vienna  / INiTS  

shareholders

INiTS Start-up Camp
– Austria’s first accelerator
The INiTS Start-up camp offers the founders a one-time 

concentrated form of support with immediate effect. With 

intensive consultation, the founders are made fit for the 

market in just 100 days. The “lean Start-up Method” plays 

a very important role here.

Fresh wind blows through the Austrian establishment 

scenario: In the future, the INiTS Start-up camp is expected 

to be the integral part of the first accelerator programme for 

start-ups across Austria. The founders would understand 

all the important facts for getting into and surviving in 

the market rapidly and permanently in just 100 days. The 

“lean Start-up Method” is focussed on bearing this objec-

tive in mind. Thus, the first market experiences are quickly 

collected and used for product optimisation. The Start-up 

camp then also offers many workshops on business topics 

and soft skills that provide the necessary know-how. Fur-

thermore, the start-ups receive access to information on 

mentors, INiTS events as well as INiTS partners and experts. 

The participants immediately get an allowance of €3,000, in 

case a critical selection process exists. The extra workspace, 

which was procured for the accelerator programme, is used 

by INiTS. Additional €27,000 subsidies are given at the end 

of the camp for the next 15 months – to all those founders, 

who were successful in convincing the jury on the final 

Demo Day.
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electro-chemical surface technology as key technology for 

abrasion and corrosion resistant, magnetic, reactive, struc-

tured and functional surfaces on metallic components from 

micro to macro.

As Austria’s largest galvanic laboratory and the European 

technology leader in pulse plating field, happy Plating offers 

new, innovative process solutions in the field of electro-

chemical surface coating. The most modern processes 

such as complex pulse segregation, micro- and nano-based 

composite layers and plasma electrolytic oxidation of light 

metals (PEo) are used here.

happy Plating, in close cooperation with international 

customers (Europe, USA, Asia) from the fields of galvano 

technique, automobile, electro technology, tool and machi-

ne manufacturing, microsystem technology and metal pro-

cessing, successfully uses product-oriented, trend-setting 

process solutions for the functioning of technical surfaces in 

a diverse range of products.

All steps right from solution-oriented development to pro-

totyping and piloting up to the implementation in industrial 

production series are covered for customers whose suppliers 

are trained by our experienced expert team.

www.happyplating.at

measure blood sugar, check carbohydrates, check insulin 

– Diabetes is damn straining. mySugr wants to make the 

therapy a little more positive and wants to simplify lives of 

the patients. The idea is like having beer with friends...

co-founders and Type-1 diabetic Frank Westermann told the 

others how the small hurdle bothered him every day. So the 

vision of a company was to make the therapy fun. mySugr 

was founded in 2011.

“Make Diabetes suck less” was the clear objective of the 

start-up. The Apps were designed based on personal experi-

ences of the team (almost half of the employee population 

had Type-1 Diabetes), the desire to fight with the Diabetes 

Monster. This is how mySugr playfully helped in improvising 

the quality of life of the patients. This positive approach, 

combined with a passion for design and fool-proof handling, 

was incorporated in the product development of the mySugr 

project.  

The company is ISo13485 certified and the mySugr compa-

nion App is registered and approved as a medical product in 

EU and USA.

In addition to a number of other awards, mySugr 2013 was 

announced for the best start-up marketing in Austria and 

received the “State Award for Marketing”. 

www.mysugr.com

Give the
monster sugar

Image left:
Happy Plating – interna-
tional experts for the most 
difficult tasks of galvano 
technique.

Image right:
They want to kick diabetes in 
the rear: the mySugr founder 
Fredrik Debong, Gerald 
Stangl, Managing Director 
Frank Westermann and 
Michael Forisch. 

Innovative
Surface Technology

Partners  constantia Industries . Deloitte . Erste Bank . Fachhochschule campus Wien . Fachhochschule Technikum Wien . FESTo . FFG – Österreichische 

Forschungsförderungsgesellschaft . Frequentis . happylab . herbst Kinsky rechtsanwälte . hFP Steuerberater . hiTEc BeteiligungsGmbh . leitnerleitner 

Wirtschaftsprüfer und Steuerberater . Marinomed . michael buchecker business coaching & consulting . Technische Universität Wien . Universität für 

Bodenkultur Wien . Universität Wien . Wirtschaftsagentur Wien . Wirtschaftskammer Wien

Facts

INiTS Universitäres 

Gründerservice Wien Gmbh

Graumanngasse 7/B

1150 Wien

Tel.: +43 1 715 72 67-0

E-Mail: office@inits.at

www.inits.at

chief Executive officer:: 

Dr.in Irene Fialka, cMc

Founded: 10/2002

centre size: 

15 employees

Focus/branches:

life Sciences, IT and  

other technologies

Shareholders:

Innovationszentrum universität 

Wien gmbh / 37 % 

www.univie.ac.at

technische universität 

Wien / 37 % 

www.tuwien.ac.at

ZIt – die technologieagentur 

der stadt Wien gmbh / 26 % 

www.zit.co.at
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styria  / ScIENcE PArK GrAZ  

shareholders

Science Park Graz featuring 
„Life Sciences Inkubator“ 
In the re-constructed “centre for knowledge and techno-

logy transfer” at the heart of the campus of Graz medical 

college, the new “life Sciences Incubator” with perfectly 

designed laboratory rooms envisages the “pharmaceutical 

giants of tomorrow”. 

Beginning in May 2014, a new, highly attractive field is 

being developed in Graz for young companies in the field of 

“life-Sciences”. The “life Sciences Incubator”is a project of 

MedUni Graz and the Styrian Business Development Society 

(SFG) in an area of approximately 10,800 m2 of laboratory 

and office rooms, and it offers a highly specialised infra-

structure, a perfectly accessible, unique network on know-

how media and includes the Graz Science park as a highly 

professional strategic partner. With more than 10 years of 

experience as an academic incubator and with the help of 

targeted coaching and a customised learning and training 

offer, the SPG promises to support the future leasers in 

“lSI” by bringing their innovative research outcomes from 

the fields of pharmacy, biotechnology and medicine tech-

nique successfully to the market, during the company’s 

initial phase. A concept, which should form a sound bridge 

between science and market by target-oriented develop-

ment in “life Science” start-ups, is implemented here in 

close cooperation with other strategic partners such as the 

human technology cluster. 

„level12” developed with GeccoGuide - a completely new, 

innovative system for recording, analysing and projecting 

movements in an indoor climbing game with the objective 

to speed up individual advancement and enhancepleasure 

in the sport.

A camera tracks and analyses the movements on a climbing 

wall. The climbers get visual support via a laser projector as 

it displays optimal body posture or markings of grips and 

steps and complex training contents and climbing games. 

The GeccoGuide prototype was presented publicly in the 

climbing halls in Austria and abroad during a product roads-

how. The system was accepted with great excitement by 

operators, trainers and sports persons. The first GeccoGuide 

fixed installation was used in the first half-year of 2014 in 

the partner hall “city Adventure centre” in Graz. Matthias 

heise and Jasmin Schramke founded the level12 Gmbh in 

February 2014. Both of them are climbing enthusiasts and 

found common professional grounds due to their passion 

for sports.

www.geccoguide.com

murmur Detect is developing a medical software which 

helps the doctors monitor the so-called auscultation with 

the help of a stethoscope.

In this examination, the doctor tries to identify the mur-

murs, i.e. abnormal acoustic sounds and determine heart 

defects. Auscultation as the most widely used screening 

method has practically not developed further in the last 200 

years; it greatly depends on the qualification of the doctor 

and is very subjective. The examination using a stethoscope 

is particularly difficult in case of new-born babies as the 

heart rate is very high and the baby is rarely still. 

The heart beat is first drawn via an electronic stethoscope 

for analysing heart sounds using the new software. The 

mathematical algorithms developed by Murmur Detect can 

also extract physiologically meaningful parameters for the 

diagnosis in case of complex murmur signals. heart defects 

can thus be identified relatively early and with greater 

certainty.

www.murmurdetect.com

Detect heart defects
with Murmur Detect

Image left:
GeccoGuide - Projection on 
the climbing wall 

Image right:
„Murmur Detect – Hightec 
for the heart beat“

Innovation in the game
of indoor climbing

THE NEW CLIMBING EXPERIENCE
GeccoGuide
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Partners Steirische Wirtschaftsförderungsgesellschaft (SFG) . Fh campus02 – Fachhochschule der Wirtschaft . Gründer-Service der Wirtschaftskammer 

Steiermark . Austria Wirtschaftsservice (aws) . Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften . ASEP . Best of Biotech . human.technology Styria . Eco 

World Styria

Science park graz is supported by: go! gründercenter/Steiermärkische Sparkasse, FH Joanneum, city of graz.

Facts

Science Park Graz Gmbh

Plüddemanngasse 39/2

8010 Graz

Tel.: +43 316 873-9101

E-Mail: info@sciencepark.at

www.sciencepark.at

chief Executive officer: 

Ing. Mag. Emmerich Wutschek

Founded: 07/2002

centre size: 

6 employees

Focus/branches: 

all branches

Shareholders:

technische universität graz / 

50,08 % 

www.tugraz.at

medizinische universität graz /

29,29 % 

www.meduni-graz.at

universität graz / 20,63 % 

www.uni-graz.at
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upper Austria  / tech2b  

tractive is engaged in the development of hardware, gad-

gets and apps that enable pet owners to find out where 

their “dear quadruped” is at any point of time.

The pet location via GPS service can be used very easily 

using the free-of-cost Tractive smart phone app. The ow-

ner would be informed on the smart phone as soon as the 

animal leaves the predefined area. The app can also be 

used for maintaining pet data. Veterinary appointments, 

weight or allergies can be entered into the app. Besides, the 

best pictures of the darling pet can be uploaded and thus 

shared with the Tractive community. over 100,000 animal 

images can be uploaded in just few weeks. other apps in 

the Tractive portfolio are pet names, cat names and dog 

names, which help the pet owner in finding a name for their 

pets. “Besides the Tractive GPS device for animals, Petbit, 

an activity tracker for animals, as well as a Pet-remote, a 

device for dog training, were introduced which are expected 

to hit the market by the beginning of 2014. other products 

are already planned for the end of 2014”, says the Managing 

Director Michael hurnaus, MSc.

www.tractive.com

Where is
my pet?

W’inspire develops interactive IT systems for innovation 

and creative scopes. These systems support teams in diffe-

rent phases of the creative processes and provide free space 

to focus on the most essential objectives: creation of new 

ideas.

In countries with poor natural resources, ideas and innova-

tions are the most important resource of the 21st century. 

however, work environments which promote creative thin-

king are very rare. The interactive IT solutions of W’inspire 

offers various options here to transform the prevailing or 

new work environments into innovation rooms. The main 

objective is an interactive wall which can be used to bring 

together, discuss and compare many contents. Up to seven 

persons can simultaneously write and sketch ideas directly 

on the user interface with the help of digital pens. Moreover, 

the results can be generated and integrated on tablet Pcs as 

well as on paper. The results can also be saved and electro-

nically distributed. Pre- and post-processing times are thus 

drastically reduced. “So far, over 100 systems have already 

been delivered to customers in Europe. For expansion in 

USA, we have a partner with a showroom in hollywood”, 

says cEo Dr. Jakob leitner.

www.we-inspire.eu.com

We inspire the
innovation workspace

shareholders

Image left:
W’inspire exhibits its
interactive wall.

Image right:
This is how I always know 
where my pet is.

360° Service 
for Start-ups
Tech2b has utilised the year 2013 to re-position itself. 

Besides the optimisation of internal processes, the partner 

network was re-positioned in order to form the start-up 

support service in a more extensive and service-oriented 

manner.

tech2b has configured a service system for the start-ups 

analogous to our solar system. The start-up, symbolically 

as “sun”, is the main objective of the support service. The 

foundation consultants are involved as direct contact part-

ners in the centre - so to speak, the “planets” that revolve 

around the sun and are nearest to it. An extensive network 

that can be promptly accessed by the founders is requested 

for a detailed special support service. The nearest “orbit” is 

thus occupied by tech2b personnel with various competen-

ces who can provide support free of cost to the start-ups, 

when required. An intensive support service is provided by 

the external mentors having special branch and technical 

knowledge at the third “level”. At the last “level” - and thus 

with the outermost “orbit” - we get an extensive network of 

service providers which are made available to the founders 

with substantially reduced flat rates and hourly rates. The 

entire “universe” is meant for one purpose: the support, su-

pervision and speeding up of start-ups in developing novel 

technology and design-oriented foundation ideas.
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Partners  bmvit – Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Innovation und Technologie . FFG – Österreichische Forschungsförderungsgesellschaft mbh . land 

oÖ . IUG . Kunstuni linz . raiffeisen landesbank . Sparkasse oÖ . akostart oÖ . ASEP . aws . beziehungsweise . bpa . cATT . clusterland . crEATIVE 

rEGIoN . Dynaxity . GKP . GrAUconsult . hASch&PArTNEr . häupl&Ellmeyer . herbst Kinsky . hintermayer & Partner . hochhold−Weninger . i2B . Junge 

Wirtschaft . kest . oÖ Technologiezentren . Projektagentur . Pwc . raml&Partner . ramsauer&Stürmer . ScWP . Softwarepark hagenberg . Factory . life 

radio . oÖ Nachrichten

Facts

tech2b Inkubator Gmbh

hafenstraße 47–51

4020 linz

Tel.: +43 732 9015-5601

E-Mail: office@tech2b.at

www.tech2b.at

chief Executive officer:: 

Mag. Markus Manz

Founded: 11/2002

centre size: 

10 employees

Focus/branches:

life Sciences, lightweight const-

ruction and innovative materials, 

mechatronics and other  

technologies

Shareholders:

oberösterreichische 

technologie- und marketing-

gesellschaft m.b.h. / 55 % 

www.tmg.at 

Wirtschaftskammer 

oberösterreich / 15 % 

www.wko.at/ooe

upper Austrian research 

gmbh / 10 % 

www.uar.at

Johannes kepler universität 

linz / 10 % 

www.jku.at

Fh oÖ management gmbh / 10 % 

www.fh-ooe.at
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Production areas for 
tomorrow’s enterprises
ZAT has three sites in Upper Styria within a radius of 25 

kilometres. Besides the registered office in the immediate 

proximity of Montan University, the founders also have 

sites in Kapfenberg and Niklasdorf. 

By trend, product developments are primarily the main 

emphasis of ZAT enterprise. The business areas of ZAT 

foundation projects are established diversely in a remarkab-

le manner – for example, they encompass projects such as 

polymer paper, innovative 3D chewing gums, circuit diving 

apparatus and walk trainers as well as blood sugar meters 

and the development of a natural speech synthesis and 

prototypes, biogas plants or lighting concepts. 

Being able to provide exclusive office premises hitherto 

was challenging for ZAT despite the fact that the majority 

of founders are involved in the development and manufac-

turing of products. Accordingly, technical centre premises 

and production areas were increasingly arranged and made 

available.

In this regard, the Styrian Business Development Divisi-

on constructed the Niklasdorf Impulszentrum (stimulus 

centre), which provides the production facilities especially 

for ZAT founders; this is located close to Niklasdorf – just 

a 10-minute drive from the main office. The centre is fully 

utilised – with two ZAT alumni on one hand and with the 

founders who are currently in ZAT support service program-

ming on the other.

novel area formations and a plastic bending machine are 

just the start.

Everything began with a blooper: a slight mishap happened 

with the Mag. rudolf Stonawski that ended with a lower 

leg fracture and a cast - anything but comfortable. This led 

to the foundation of clever contour and the development 

of a recently patented procedure. In this procedure, the 

individual (body) surface is recorded and post-processed 

(digitalisation, cAD recording, 3D software) in an automated 

manner. A bending machine, which implements the contour 

elements from which gives rise to a free-form surface, is 

operated using this cAD data. The prototype of the bending 

machine is constructed along with TU Vienna and the Mon-

tan University of leoben. The objective is to simplify the 

manufacturing process of wide-ranging products in indus-

trial production (in terms of individuality, quality, reprodu-

cibility, cost reduction, etc.). Thereby, the medical (plaster, 

orthosis, wheelchairs, etc.) and non-medical fields (drywall 

construction, cabinetry, etc.) are differentiated at first. The 

clever contour Gmbh team shall revolutionise with these 

new manufacturing technology markets.

www.clevercontour.com

From leg fracture
to patents

the ferroDECONT GmbH, founded in 2013, provides mobile 

solutions for cleaning polluted areas and treating process 

water with heavy metal concentration. As a spin-off of 

Montan University, the founders here have access to inter-

disciplinary research competence. 

old industrial sites are often affected by pollutants and over 

99% of them also harm the ground water quality. In order 

to be able to use these sites sensibly later, the ground water 

must be cleaned. Both the founders have developed the 

ferroDEcoNT® procedure available in patent form in order 

to clean ground water in a simple and uncomplicated way. 

The mobile unit fits in two shipping containers and can be 

arranged flexibly. A cleaning facility is an added advantage 

even in running an industrial operation. Modular process 

solutions for the removal of process water containing heavy 

metals can be implemented in the existing process. In addi-

tion, a stand-alone variant can be implemented in the form 

of a flexible, mobile container system. Savings due to lower 

disposal costs of contaminated water by direct and indirect 

discharge or water circulations shall thus be possible.

www.ferrodecont.at

Just  
pumping iron

Image left:
Pilot plant
ferroDECONT GmbH 

Image right:
The Team of Clever Contour 
GmbH with applications
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Partners  bmvit . FFG . SFG . Steiermärkische Sparkasse . Austria Wirtschaftsservice Gmbh . Innofinanz – Steiermärkische Forschungs- und 

Entwicklungsförderungsges.m.b.h. . Fh JoANNEUM Kapfenberg . Wirtschaftskammer Steiermark . lehrstuhl für Automation . Austin, Pock + Partners 

Gmbh . Materials cluster Styria Gmbh 

Facts

Zentrum für angewandte 

Technologie leoben Gmbh

Peter-Tunner-Straße 19

8700 leoben

Tel.: +43 3842 47044-23

E-Mail: 

office@unternehmerwerden.at

www.unternehmerwerden.at

chief Executive officer: 

Dr.in Martha Mühlburger

Founded: 06/1999

centre size: 

3 employees

Focus/branches:

raw material and material tech-

nology, melallurgy, environmental 

technology, recycling, energy en-

gineering, production engineering, 

industrial logistics and IT

Shareholders: 

montanuniversität leoben / 50 %  

www.unileoben.ac.at

stadt leoben / 50 %

www.leoben.at
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